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3022 K. RajagopalThe QCD vauum in whih we live, whih has the familiar hadrons as itsexitations, is but one phase of QCD, and far from the simplest one at that.One way to better understand this phase and the nonperturbative dynamisof QCD more generally is to study other phases and the transitions betweenphases. We are engaged in a voyage of exploration, mapping the QCD phasediagram as a funtion of temperature T and baryon number hemial poten-tial �. Beause QCD is asymptotially free, its high temperature and highbaryon density phases are more simply and more appropriately desribed interms of quarks and gluons as degrees of freedom, rather than hadrons. Thehiral symmetry breaking ondensate whih haraterizes the vauum phasemelts away. At high temperatures, in the resulting quark-gluon plasma(QGP) phase all of the symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian are unbrokenand the exitations have the quantum numbers of quarks and gluons. Athigh densities, on the other hand, quarks form Cooper pairs and new onden-sates develop. The formation of suh superonduting phases [1�5℄ requiresonly weak attrative interations; these phases may nevertheless break hiralsymmetry [5℄ and have exitations with the same quantum numbers as thosein a on�ned phase [5�8℄. These old dense quark matter phases may arise inthe ore of neutron stars; mapping this region of the phase diagram requiresan interplay between theory and neutron star phenomenology. We desribee�orts in this diretion in Setion 4. A entral goal of the experimentalheavy ion physis program is to explore and map the higher temperatureregions of the QCD phase diagram. Reent theoretial developments sug-gest that a key qualitative feature, namely a ritial point whih in a sensede�nes the landsape to be mapped, may be within reah of disovery andanalysis as data is taken at several di�erent energies [9,10℄. The disovery ofthe ritial point would in a stroke transform this region of the map of theQCD phase diagram from one based only on reasonable inferene from uni-versality, lattie gauge theory and models into one with a solid experimentalbasis. 1. The ritial pointWe begin our walk through the phase diagram at zero baryon numberdensity, with a brief review [11℄ of the phase hanges whih our as afuntion of temperature. That is, we begin by restriting ourselves to thevertial axis in �gures 1 through 4. This slie of the phase diagram wasexplored by the early universe during the �rst tens of miroseonds after thebig bang and an be studied in lattie simulations. As heavy ion ollisions areperformed at higher and higher energies, they reate plasmas with a lowerand lower baryon number to entropy ratio and therefore explore regions ofthe phase diagram loser and loser to the vertial axis.
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Fig. 1. QCD Phase diagram for two massless quarks. Chiral symmetry is brokenin the hadroni phase and is restored elsewhere in the diagram. The hiral phasetransition hanges from seond to �rst order at a triritial point. The phase athigh density and low temperature is a olor superondutor in whih up and downquarks with two out of three olors pair and form a ondensate. The transitionbetween this 2SC phase and the QGP phase is likely �rst order. The transitionon the horizontal axis between the hadroni and 2SC phases is �rst order. Thetransition between a nulear matter �liquid� and a gas of individual nuleons is alsomarked; it ends at a ritial point at a temperature of order 10 MeV, harateristiof the fores whih bind nuleons into nulei.In QCD with two massless quarks (mu;d = 0; ms = 1; �gure 1) thevauum phase, with hadrons as exitations, is haraterized by a hiralondensate h � L�a �aR i. (The olor index � is summed over the three �a-vors; the �avor index a is summed over the two �avors.) Whereas theQCD Lagrangian is invariant under separate global �avor rotations of theleft-handed and right-handed quarks, the presene of the hiral ondensatespontaneously breaks SU(2)L�SU(2)R to the subgroup SU(2)L+R, in whihonly simultaneous �avor rotations of L and R quarks are allowed. Lokingleft- and right-handed rotations in this way results in three massless Gold-stone bosons, the pions. The hiral order parameter, a 2� 2 matrix Mab in�avor spae, an be written in terms of four real �elds � and ~� ash � aL� �bR i =Mab = �Æab + ~� � (~�)ab ; (1)where the ~� are the three Pauli matries. SU(2)L and SU(2)R rotations aton Mab from the left and right, respetively. The order parameter an bewritten as a four omponent salar �eld � = (�; ~�) and the SU(2)L�SU(2)Rrotations are simply O(4) rotations of �. The symmetry breaking patternSU(2)L�SU(2)R ! SU(2)L+R is isomorphi to O(4)!O(3). In the vauum,



3024 K. Rajagopal� has a nonzero expetation value, onventionally taken to be in the �diretion. In the presene of h�i 6= 0, the ~� exitations are exitations ofthe diretion in whih h�i is pointing, and are therefore massless goldstonemodes.At nonzero but low temperature, one �nds a gas of pions, the analogueof a gas of spin-waves, but h�i is still nonzero. Above some temperatureT, disorder wins over order (the diretion in whih � points is srambled)and h�i = 0. The phase transition at whih hiral symmetry is restored islikely seond order and belongs to the universality lass of O(4) spin modelsin three dimensions [12℄. Below T, hiral symmetry is broken and thereare three massless pions. At T = T, there are four massless degrees offreedom: the pions and the sigma. Above T = T, the pion and sigma or-relation lengths are degenerate and �nite. In nature, the light quarks arenot massless. Beause of this expliit hiral symmetry breaking, the se-ond order phase transition is replaed by an analytial rossover: physishanges dramatially but smoothly in the rossover region, and no orrela-tion length diverges. Thus, in �gure 2, there is no sharp boundary on thevertial axis separating the low temperature hadroni world from the hightemperature quark-gluon plasma. This piture is onsistent with presentlattie simulations [13, 14℄, whih suggest T � 140�190 MeV [14, 15℄.

Fig. 2. QCD phase diagram for two light quarks. Qualitatively as in �gure 1, exeptthat the introdution of light quark masses turns the seond order phase transitioninto a smooth rossover. The triritial point beomes the ritial endpoint E,whih an be found in heavy ion ollision experiments.Arguments based on a variety of models [3, 4, 16�19℄ indiate that thehiral symmetry restoration transition is �rst order at large �. (In Setion 3,we desribe the olor superonduting (2SC) phase of old dense quark mat-



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3025ter whih ours at values of � above this �rst order transition; the fat thatthis is a transition in whih two di�erent ondensates ompete strength-ens the argument that this transition is �rst order [18, 20℄.) This suggeststhat the phase diagram features a ritial point E at whih the line of �rstorder phase transitions present for � > �E ends, as shown in �gure 2 1.At �E , the phase transition is seond order and is in the Ising universalitylass [18, 19℄. Although the pions remain massive, the orrelation length inthe � hannel diverges due to universal long wavelength �utuations of theorder parameter. This results in harateristi signatures, analogues of rit-ial opalesene in the sense that they are unique to ollisions whih freezeout near the ritial point, whih an be used to disover E [9, 10℄.

Fig. 3. QCD phase diagram for two light quarks and a strange quark with a massomparable to that in nature. The presene of the strange quark shifts E to the left,as an be seen by omparing with �gure 2. At su�iently high density, old quarkmatter is neessarily in the CFL phase in whih quarks of all three olors and allthree �avors form Cooper pairs. The diquark ondensate in the CFL phase breakshiral symmetry, and this phase has the same symmetries as baryoni matter whihis dense enough that the nuleon and hyperon densities are omparable. The phasetransition between the CFL and 2SC phases is �rst order.Returning to the � = 0 axis, universal arguments [12℄, again baked bylattie simulation [13℄, tell us that if the strange quark were as light as the upand down quarks, the transition would be �rst order, rather than a smoothrossover. This means that if one ould dial the strange quark mass ms, onewould �nd a ritial ms at whih the transition as a funtion of temperatureis seond order [11, 22℄. Figures 2, 3 and 4 are drawn for a sequene of1 If the up and down quarks were massless, E would be a triritial point [21℄, at whihthe �rst order transition beomes seond order. See �gure 1.
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Fig. 4. QCD phase diagram for three quarks whih are degenerate in mass andwhih are either massless or light. The CFL phase and the baryoni phase havethe same symmetries and may be ontinuously onneted. The dashed line denotesthe ritial temperature at whih baryon-baryon (or quark-quark) pairing vanishes;the region below the dashed line is super�uid. Chiral symmetry is broken every-where below the solid line, whih is a �rst order phase transition. The questionmark serves to remind us that although no transition is required in this region,transition(s) may nevertheless arise as the magnitude of the gap inreases qualita-tively in going from the hypernulear to the CFL phase. For quark masses as innature, the high density region of the map may be as shown in �gure 3 or may beloser to that shown here, albeit with transition(s) in the viinity of the questionmark assoiated with the onset of nonzero hyperon density and the breaking ofU(1)S [7℄.dereasing strange quark masses. Somewhere between �gures 3 and 4, msis dereased below ms and the transition on the vertial axis beomes �rstorder. The value of ms is an open question, but lattie simulations suggestthat it is about half the physial strange quark mass [23, 24℄. These resultsare not yet onlusive [25℄ but if they are orret then the phase diagram innature is as shown in �gure 3, and the phase transition at low � is a smoothrossover.These observations �t together in a simple and elegant fashion. If weould vary ms, we would �nd that as ms is redued from in�nity to ms, theritial point E in the (T; �) plane moves toward the � = 0 axis [9℄. Thisis shown in �gures 2-4. In nature, E is at some nonzero TE and �E. Whenms is redued to ms, between �gure 3 and �gure 4, �E reahes zero. Ofourse, experimentalists annot vary ms. They an, however, vary �. AGSollisions with enter of mass energy ps = 5 AGeV reate �reballs whih



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3027freeze out near � � 500�600 MeV [26℄. SPS ollisions with ps = 17 AGeVreate �reballs whih freeze out near � � 200�300 MeV [26℄. In time, wewill also have data from SPS ollisions with ps = 9 AGeV and from RHICollisions with ps = 56, 130 and 200 AGeV and other energies2. By dialingps and thus �, experimenters an �nd the ritial point E.2. Disovering the ritial pointWe hope that the study of heavy ion ollisions will, in the end, lead bothto a quantitative study of the properties of the quark-gluon plasma phase attemperatures well above the transition and to a quantitative understandingof how to draw the phase transition region of the phase diagram. Probing thepartoni matter reated early in the ollision relies on a suite of signaturesinluding: the use of J=	 mesons, harmed mesons, and perhaps the � asprobes; the energy loss of high momentum partons and onsequent e�etson the high-pT hadron spetrum; and the detetion of photons and dileptonsover and above those emitted in the later hadroni stages of the ollision.I will not review this program here. Instead, I fous on signatures of theritial point. The map of the QCD phase diagram whih I have skethedso far is simple, oherent and onsistent with all we know theoretially; thedisovery of the ritial point would provide an experimental foundation forthe entral qualitative feature of the landsape. This disovery would inaddition on�rm that in higher energy heavy ion ollisions and in the bigbang, the QCD phase transition is a smooth rossover. Furthermore, thedisovery of ollisions whih reate matter that freezes out near E wouldimply that onditions above the transition existed prior to freezeout, andwould thus make it muh easier to interpret the results of other experimentswhih study those observables whih an probe the partoni matter reatedearly in the ollision.We theorists must learly do as muh as we an to tell experimentalistswhere and how to �nd E. The �where� question, namely the question ofprediting the value of �E and thus suggesting the ps to use to �nd E, ismuh harder for us to answer. First, as we stress further in the next Setion,ab initio analysis of QCD in its full glory � i.e. lattie alulations � are atpresent impossible at nonzero �. We must therefore rely on models. Seond,an intrinsi feature of the piture we have desribed is that �E is sensitiveto the mass of the strange quark, and therefore partiularly hard to predit.Crude models suggest that �E ould be � 600�800 MeV in the absene of thestrange quark [18, 19℄; this in turn suggests that in nature �E may have oforder half this value, and may therefore be aessible at the SPS if the SPS2 The �rst data from RHIC ollisions at ps = 56 AGeV and ps = 130 AGeV havealready appeared [27℄. This bodes well for the analyses to ome.



3028 K. Rajagopalruns with ps < 17 AGeV. However, at present theorists annot predit thevalue of �E even to within a fator of two. The SPS an searh a signi�antfration of the parameter spae; if it does not �nd E, it will then be up tothe RHIC experiments to map the � < 200 MeV region.Although we are trying to be helpful with the �where� question, we arenot very good at answering it quantitatively. This question an only be an-swered onviningly by an experimental disovery. What we theorists an doreasonably well is to answer the �how� question, thus enabling experimentersto answer �where�. This is the goal of a reent paper by Stephanov, myselfand Shuryak [10℄. The signatures we have proposed are based on the fatthat E is a genuine thermodynami singularity at whih suseptibilities di-verge and the order parameter �utuates on long wavelengths. The resultingsignatures are nonmonotoni as a funtion of ps: as this ontrol parameteris varied, we should see the signatures strengthen and then weaken again asthe ritial point is approahed and then passed.The ritial point E an also be sought by varying ontrol parametersother than ps. Ion size, entrality seletion and rapidity seletion an all bevaried. The advantage of using ps is that we already know (by omparingresults from the AGS and SPS) that dialing it hanges the freeze out hemialpotential �, whih is the goal in a searh for E.The simplest observables we analyze are the event-by-event �utuationsof the mean transverse momentum of the harged partiles in an event, pT,and of the total harged multipliity in an event, N . We alulate the mag-nitude of the e�ets of ritial �utuations on these and other observables,making preditions whih, we hope, will allow experiments to �nd E. As aneessary prelude, we analyze the ontribution of nonritial thermodynami�utuations. We ompare the nonritial �utuations of an equilibriated res-onane gas to the �utuations measured by NA49 at ps = 17 AGeV [28℄.The observed �utuations are as perfet Gaussians as the data statistis al-low, as expeted for freeze-out from a system in thermal equilibrium. Thedata on multipliity �utuations show evidene for a nonthermodynamiontribution, whih is to be expeted sine the extensive quantity N is sen-sitive to the initial size of the system and thus to nonthermodynami e�etslike variation in impat parameter. The ontribution of suh e�ets to the�utuations have now been estimated [29,30℄; the ombined thermodynamiand nonthermodynami �utuations are in satisfatory agreement with thedata [30℄. The width of the event-by-event distribution3 of mean pT is ingood agreement with preditions based on nonritial thermodynami �u-3 This width an be measured even if one observes only two pions per event [31℄; largeaeptane data as from NA49 is required in order to learn that the distributionis Gaussian, that thermodynami preditions may be valid, and that the width istherefore the only interesting quantity to measure.



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3029tuations. That is, NA49 data are onsistent with the hypothesis that almostall the observed event-by-event �utuation in mean pT, an intensive quan-tity, is thermodynami in origin. This bodes well for the detetability ofsystemati hanges in thermodynami �utuations near E.One analysis desribed in detail in Ref. [10℄ is based on the ratio of thewidth of the true event-by-event distribution of the mean pT to the widthof the distribution in a sample of mixed events. This ratio was alled pF .NA49 has measured pF = 1:002 � 0:002 [10, 28℄, whih is onsistent withexpetations for nonritial thermodynami �utuations4. Critial �utua-tions of the � �eld, i.e. the harateristi long wavelength �utuations ofthe order parameter near E, in�uene pion momenta via the (large) ���oupling and inrease pF [10℄. The e�et is proportional to �2freezeout, where�freezeout is the �-�eld orrelation length of the long-wavelength �utuationsat freezeout [10℄. If �freezeout � 3 fm (a reasonable estimate, as we desribebelow) the ratio pF inreases by �3�5%, ten to twenty times the statistialerror in the present measurement [10℄. This observable is valuable beausedata on it has been analyzed and presented by NA49, and it an therefore beused to learn that Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 AGeV do not freeze out near E.The 3�5% nonmonotoni variation in pF as a funtion of ps whih we pre-dit is easily detetable but is not so large as to make one on�dent of usingthis alone as a signature of E.One E is loated, however, other observables whih are more sensitive toritial e�ets will be more useful. For example, a pFsoft, de�ned using onlythe softest 10% of the pions in eah event, will be muh more sensitive to theritial long wavelength �utuations. The higher pT pions are less a�etedby the � �utuations [10℄, and these relatively una�eted pions dominatethe mean pT of all the pions in the event. This is why the inrease in pFnear the ritial point will be muh less than that of pFsoft. Depending onthe details of the uts used to de�ne it, pFsoft should be enhaned by manytens of perent in ollisions passing near E. Ref. [10℄ suggests other suhobservables, and more an surely be found.The multipliity of soft pions is an example of an observable whih maybe used to detet the ritial �utuations without an event-by-event anal-ysis. The post-freezeout deay of sigma mesons, whih are opious andlight at freezeout near E and whih deay subsequently when their mass4 In an in�nite system made of lassial partiles whih is in thermal equilibrium,pF = 1. Bose e�ets inrease pF by 1�2% [10, 32℄; an antiorrelation introduedby energy onservation in a �nite system � when one mode �utuates up it is morelikely for other modes to �utuate down � dereases pF by 1�2% [10℄; two-trakresolution also dereases pF by 1�2% [28℄. The ontributions due to orrelationsintrodued by resonane deays and due to �utuations in the �ow veloity are eahmuh smaller than 1% [10℄.



3030 K. Rajagopalinreases above twie the pion mass, should result in a population of pionswith pT � m�=2 whih appears only for freezeout near the ritial point [10℄.If �freezeout > 1=m�, this population of unusually low momentum pions willbe omparable in number to that of the �diret� pions (i.e. those whih werepions at freezeout) and will result in a large signature. This signature istherefore ertainly large for �freezeout � 3 fm and would not inrease muhfurther if �freezeout were larger still.The variety of observables whih should all vary nonmonotonially withps (and should all peak at the same ps) is su�iently great that if it wereto turn out that �E < 200 MeV, making E inaessible to the SPS, all fourRHIC experiments ould play a role in the study of the ritial point.The purpose of Ref. [33℄ is to estimate how large �freezeout an beome,thus making the preditions of Ref. [10℄ for the magnitude of various signa-tures more quantitative. The nonequilibrium dynamis analyzed in Ref. [33℄is guaranteed to our in a heavy ion ollision whih passes near E, evenif loal thermal equilibrium is ahieved at a higher temperature during theearlier evolution of the plasma reated in the ollision. If this plasma wereto ool arbitrarily slowly, � would diverge at TE . However, it would takean in�nite time for � to grow in�nitely large. Indeed, near a ritial point,the longer the orrelation length, the longer the equilibration time, and theslower the orrelation length an grow. This ritial slowing down meansthat the orrelation length annot grow su�iently fast for the system tostay in equilibrium. We use the theory of dynamial ritial phenomena todesribe the e�ets of ritial slowing down of the long wavelength dynamisnear E on the time development of the orrelation length. The orrelationlength does not have time to grow as large as it would in equilibrium: we�nd �freezeout � 2=TE � 3 fm for trajetories passing near E. Althoughritial slowing down hinders the growth of �, it also slows the derease of �as the system ontinues to ool below the ritial point. As a result, � doesnot derease signi�antly between the phase transition and freezeout.Our results depend on the universal funtion desribing the equilibriumbehavior of � near the Ising ritial point E, on the universal dynamialexponent z desribing ritial slowing down (perturbations away from equi-librium relax toward equilibrium on a timesale whih sales with � likeA�z [34℄), on the nonuniversal onstant A, the nonuniversal onstants whihrelate (T � TE) and (�� �E) to dimensionless Ising model variables, on TEwhih we take to be � 140 MeV, and �nally on the ooling rate jdT=dtjwhih we estimate to be 4 MeV/fm [33, 35�37℄.Our estimate that � does not grow larger than 2=TE is robust in threesenses. First, it depends very little on the angle with whih the traje-tory passes through E. Seond, it turns out to depend on only one om-bination of all the nonuniversal quantities whih play a role. We all this



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3031parameter a; it is proportional to jdT=dtj�1. Third, our results do not de-pend sensitively on a. We show that the maximum value of � sales likea �=�Æ1+z�=�Æ � a0:215 [33℄5. Thus, for example, jdT=dtj would have to be a fatorof 25 smaller than we estimate in order for � to grow to 4=TE instead of2=TE . Although our results are robust in this sense, they annot be treatedas preise beause our assumption that the dynamis of � in QCD is de-sribed by the universal lassial dynamis of the three-dimensional Isingmodel only beomes preise if � � 1=TE , while our entral result is that �does not grow beyond � 2=TE . A 3 + 1-dimensional quantum �eld theoret-ial treatment of the interplay between ooling and the dynamis of ritialslowing down is not yet available, but promising �rst steps in this diretionan be found in Ref. [42℄.A result whih is of great importane in the planning of experimentalsearhes is that one need not hit E preisely in order to �nd it. Our analysisdemonstrates that if one were to do a san with ollisions at many �nelyspaed values of the energy and thus �, one would see signatures of E withapproximately the same magnitude over a broad range of �. The magnitudeof the signatures will not be narrowly peaked as � is varied. As long as onegets lose enough to E that the equilibrium orrelation length is (2�3)/TE ,the atual orrelation length � will grow to � 2=TE6. There is no advantageto getting loser to E, beause ritial slowing down prevents � from gettingmuh larger even if �eq does. Data at many �nely spaed values of � is notalled for.As desribed above, knowing that we are looking for �freezeout � 3 fmallows us [33℄ to make quantitative estimates of the magnitude of the signa-tures of E desribed in detail in Ref. [10℄. Together, the exess multipliity atlow momentum (due to post-freezeout sigma deays) and the exess event-5 A saling law of this form (of ourse with di�erent numerial values for the exponents)relating the maximum orrelation length whih is reahed to the ooling rate was �rstdisovered in the theory of defet formation at a seond order phase transition [38℄.In this ontext, the maximum orrelation length reahed during the phase transitionsets the sale for the initial separation between defets � vorties in a super�uid orin liquid rystals, for example � reated as the system ools through the transition.This initial network of defets oarsens at later times. The Ising phase transitionof interest to us reates no defets. It is nevertheless very pleasing that salinglaws analogous to the one we need have been tested quantitatively in numerialsimulations [39℄ and, furthermore, are supported by data from experiments on liquidrystals [40℄ and super�uid 3He [41℄.6 Analysis within the toy model of Ref. [18℄ suggests that in the absene of the strangequark, the range of � over whih �eq > 2 fm is about �� � 120 MeV for �E � 800MeV. Similar results an be obtained [43℄ within a random matrix model [19℄. Itis likely over-optimisti to estimate �� � 120 MeV when the e�ets of the strangequark are inluded and �E itself is redued. A onservative estimate would be to usethe models to estimate that ��=�E � 15%.



3032 K. Rajagopalby-event �utuation of the momenta of the low momentum pions (due totheir oupling to the order parameter whih is �utuating with orrelationlength �freezeout) should allow a onvining detetion of the ritial point E.Both should behave nonmonotonially as the ollision energy, and hene �,are varied. Both should peak for those heavy ion ollisions whih freeze outnear E, with �freezeout � 3 fm.We have learned muh from the beautiful gaussian event-by-event �utu-ations observed by NA49. The magnitude of these �utuations are onsistentwith the hypothesis that the hadroni system at freezeout is in approximatethermal equilibrium. These and other data show none of the non-gaussianfeatures that would signal that the system had been driven far from equilib-rium either by a rapid traversal of the transition region or by the bubblingthat would our near a strong �rst order phase transition. There is alsono sign of the enhaned, but still gaussian, �utuations whih would sig-nal freezeout near the ritial point E. Combining these observations withthe observation of tantalizing indiations that the matter reated in SPSollisions is not well desribed at early times by hadroni models [44℄ sug-gests that ollisions at the SPS may be exploring the rossover region tothe left of the ritial point E, in whih the matter is not well-desribed asa hadron gas but is also not well-desribed as a quark-gluon plasma. Thisspeulation ould be on�rmed in two ways. First, if the SPS is probing therossover region then the oming experiments at RHIC may disover diretsignatures of an early partoni phase, whih are well-desribed by theoretialalulations beginning from an equilibrated quark-gluon plasma. Seond, ifps = 17 AGeV ollisions are probing the rossover region not far to theleft of the ritial point E, then SPS data taken at lower energies wouldresult in the disovery of E. If, instead, RHIC were to disover E with�E < 200 MeV, that would indiate that the SPS experiments have probedthe weakly �rst order region just to the right of E. Regardless, disoveringE would take all the speulation out of mapping this part of the QCD phasediagram.3. Color superondutivity and olor-�avor lokingI turn now to reent developments in our understanding of the low tem-perature, high density regions of the QCD phase diagram. First, a notationalonfession. It is onventional in the literature on old dense quark matterto de�ne � as the quark number hemial potential, 1=3 the baryon numberhemial potential used in Setions 1 and 2. We make this hange fromhere on. For example, neutron star ores likely have � � 400�500 MeV,orresponding to baryon number hemial potentials � 1:2�1:5 GeV in �g-ures 1�4.



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3033The relevant degrees of freedom in old dense quark matter are thosewhih involve quarks with momenta near the Fermi surfae. At high den-sity, when the Fermi momentum is large, the QCD gauge oupling g(�) issmall. However, beause of the in�nite degeneray among pairs of quarkswith equal and opposite momenta at the Fermi surfae, even an arbitrarilyweak attration between quarks renders the Fermi surfae unstable to theformation of a ondensate of quark Cooper pairs. Creating a pair osts nofree energy at the Fermi surfae and the attrative interation results in afree energy bene�t. Pairs of quarks annot be olor singlets, and in QCDwith two �avors of massless quarks the Cooper pairs form in the (attra-tive) olor �3 hannel [1�4℄. The resulting ondensate reates a gap � atthe Fermi surfaes of quarks with two out of the three olors and breaksSU(3)olor to an SU(2)olor subgroup, giving mass to �ve of the gluons bythe Anderson�Higgs mehanism. In QCD with two �avors, the Cooper pairsare ud�du �avor singlets and the global �avor symmetry SU(2)L � SU(2)Ris intat. There is also an unbroken global symmetry whih plays the roleof U(1)B. Thus, no global symmetries are broken in this 2SC phase. Theremust therefore be a phase transition between the 2SC and hadroni phaseson the horizontal axis in �gure 1, at whih hiral symmetry is restored. Thisphase transition is �rst order [3, 18, 20, 45℄ sine it involves a ompetitionbetween hiral ondensation and diquark ondensation [18, 20℄. There needbe no transition between the 2SC and quark-gluon plasma phases in �gure 1beause neither phase breaks any global symmetries. However, this transi-tion, whih is seond order in mean �eld theory, is likely �rst order in QCDdue to gauge �eld �utuations [18℄, at least at high enough density [46℄.In QCD with three �avors of massless quarks, the Cooper pairs annot be�avor singlets, and both olor and �avor symmetries are neessarily broken.The symmetries of the phase whih results have been analyzed in [5, 6℄.The attrative hannel favored by one-gluon exhange exhibits �olor-�avorloking.� A ondensate of the formh �aL  �bL i / ����A�abA (2)involving left-handed quarks alone, with �, � olor indies and a, b �a-vor indies, loks SU(3)L �avor rotations to SU(3)olor: the ondensate isnot symmetri under either alone, but is symmetri under the simultane-ous SU(3)L+olor rotations7. A ondensate involving right-handed quarks7 It turns out [5℄ that ondensation in the olor �3 hannel indues a ondensate inthe olor 6 hannel beause this breaks no further symmetries [7℄. The resultingondensates an be written in terms of �1 and �2 where h �aL  �bL i � �1Æ�aÆ�b +�2Æ�bÆ�a. Here, the Kroneker Æ's lok olor and �avor rotations. The pure olor �3ondensate (2) has �2 = ��1.



3034 K. Rajagopalalone loks SU(3)R �avor rotations to SU(3)olor. Beause olor is veto-rial, the ombined e�et of the LL and RR ondensates is to lok SU(3)L toSU(3)R, breaking hiral symmetry8. Thus, in quark matter with three mass-less quarks, the SU(3)olor � SU(3)L � SU(3)R �U(1)B symmetry is brokendown to the global diagonal SU(3)olor+L+R group. All nine quarks have agap. All eight gluons get a mass. There are nine massless Nambu�Goldstonebosons. There is an unbroken gauged U(1) symmetry whih plays the roleof eletromagnetism. Under this symmetry, all the quarks, all the massivevetor bosons, and all the Nambu�Goldstone bosons have integer harges.The CFL phase therefore has the same symmetries as baryoni matter with aondensate of Cooper pairs of baryons [6℄. Furthermore, many non-universalfeatures of these two phases orrespond [6℄. This raises the possibility thatquark matter and baryoni matter may be ontinuously onneted [6℄, asshown in �gure 4.The physis of the CFL phase has been the fous of muh reent work[5�8,47�62℄. Nature hooses two light quarks and one middle-weight strangequark, rather than three degenerate quarks as in �gure 4. A nonzero msweakens those ondensates whih involve pairing between light and strangequarks. The CFL phase requires nonzero husi and hdsi ondensates; beausethese ondensates pair quarks with di�ering Fermi momenta they an onlyexist if they are larger than of order m2s=2�, the di�erene between the uand s Fermi momenta in the absene of pairing. If one imagines inreasingms at �xed �, one �nds a �rst order unloking transition [7, 8℄: for largerms only u and d quarks pair and the 2SC phase is obtained. Conversely, asms is redued in going from �gure 2 to 3 to 4, the region oupied by theCFL phase expands to enompass regions with smaller and smaller � [7, 8℄.For any ms 6= 1, the CFL phase is the ground state at arbitrarily highdensity [7℄. For larger values ofms, there is a 2SC interlude on the horizontalaxis, in whih hiral symmetry is restored, before the CFL phase breaks itagain at high densities. For smaller values of ms, the possibility of quark-hadron ontinuity [6℄ as shown in �gure 4 arises. It should be noted thatwhen the strange and light quarks are not degenerate, the CFL phase maybe ontinuous with a baryoni phase in whih the densities of all the nuleonsand hyperons are omparable; there are, however, phase transitions betweenthis hypernulear phase and ordinary nulear matter [7℄.The Nambu�Goldstone bosons in the CFL phase are Fermi surfae exi-tations in whih the orientation of the left-handed and right-handed diquarkondensates osillate out of phase in �avor spae. The e�etive �eld theorydesribing these osillations has been onstruted [49, 52, 57℄. Beause the8 One hiral symmetry is broken by olor-�avor loking, there is no symmetry argu-ment preluding the existene of an ordinary hiral ondensate. Indeed, instantone�ets do indue a nonzero h�qqi [5℄, but this is a small e�et [47℄.



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3035full theory is weakly oupled at asymptotially high densities, in this regimeall oe�ients in the e�etive theory desribing the long wavelength mesonphysis are alulable from �rst priniples. The deay onstants f�;K;�;�0 [52℄and the meson masses m�;K;�;�0 [52�56, 58℄ are all now known. The mesonmasses depend on quark masses like m2 � m2q in the CFL phase (neglet-ing the small hiral ondensate) [5℄, and their masses are inverted in thesense that the kaon is lighter than the pion [52℄. The harged kaon massm2K� � md(mu +ms)�=� is so light that it is likely less than the eletronhemial potential, meaning that the CFL phase likely features a kaon on-densate [61℄. The dispersion relations desribing the fermioni quasipartileexitations in the CFL phase, whih have the quantum numbers of an otetand a singlet of baryons, have also reeived attention [7, 50℄. So have theproperties of the massive vetor meson otet � the gluons whih reeivea mass via the Meissner�Anderson�Higgs mehanism [52, 59, 63℄. We nowhave a desription of the properties of the CFL phase and its exitations, inwhih muh is known quantitatively if the value of the gap � is known. Wedesribe estimates of � below.It is interesting that both the 2SC and CFL phases satisfy anomalymathing onstraints, even though it is not yet ompletely lear whetherthis must be the ase when Lorentz invariane is broken by a nonzero den-sity [64℄. It is not yet lear how high density QCD with larger numbers of�avors [51℄ satis�es anomaly mathing onstraints. Also, anomaly mathingin the 2SC phase requires that the up and down quarks of the third olorremain ungapped; this requirement must, therefore, be modi�ed one thesequarks pair to form a J = 1 ondensate, breaking rotational invariane [3℄.Muh e�ort has gone into estimating the magnitude of the gaps in the2SC and CFL phases [2�5,7,8,18,20,47,65�80℄. It would be ideal if this taskwere within the sope of lattie gauge theory as is, for example, the alu-lation of the ritial temperature on the vertial axis of the phase diagram.Unfortunately, lattie methods relying on importane sampling have to thispoint been rendered exponentially impratial at nonzero baryon densityby the omplex ation at nonzero � 9. There are more sophistiated algo-9 Note that quark pairing an be studied on the lattie in some models with four-fermion interations and in two-olor QCD [81℄. The N = 2 ase has also beenstudied analytially in Refs. [4, 82℄; pairing in this theory is simpler to analyze be-ause quark Cooper pairs are olor singlets. The N ! 1 limit of QCD is of-ten one in whih hard problems beome tratable. However, the ground state ofN = 1 QCD is a hiral density wave, not a olor superondutor [83℄. At asymp-totially high densities olor superondutivity persists up to N's of order thousands[84, 85℄ before being supplanted by the phase desribed in Ref. [83℄. At any �niteN, olor superondutivity ours at arbitrarily weak oupling whereas the hiraldensity wave does not. For N = 3, olor superondutivity is still favored over thehiral density wave (although not by muh) even if the interation is so strong thatthe olor superondutivity gap is � �=2 [86℄.



3036 K. Rajagopalrithms whih have allowed theories whih are simpler than QCD but whihhave as severe a fermion sign problem as that in QCD at nonzero hemialpotential to be simulated [87℄. This bodes well for the future. Given thepresent absene of suitable lattie methods, the magnitude of the gaps inquark matter at large but aessible density has been estimated using twobroad strategies. The �rst lass of estimates are done within the ontext ofmodels whose parameters are hosen to give reasonable vauum physis. Ex-amples inlude analyses in whih the interation between quarks is replaedsimply by four-fermion interations with the quantum numbers of the in-stanton interation [3, 4, 18℄ or of one-gluon exhange [5, 7℄, random matrixmodels [68℄, and more sophistiated analyses done using the instanton liquidmodel [20, 47, 86℄. Renormalization group methods have also been used toexplore the spae of all possible e�etive four-fermion interations [65, 66℄.These methods yield results whih are in qualitative agreement: the favoredondensates are as desribed above; the gaps range between several tensof MeV up to as large as about 100 MeV; the assoiated ritial tempera-tures (above whih the diquark ondensates vanish) an be as large as aboutT � 50 MeV. This agreement between di�erent models re�ets the fat thatwhat matters most is simply the strength of the attration between quarksin the olor �3 hannel, and by �xing the parameters of the model interationto �t, say, the magnitude of the vauum hiral ondensate, one ends up withattrations of similar strengths in di�erent models.The seond strategy for estimating gaps and ritial temperatures is touse � = 1 physis as a guide. At asymptotially large �, models withshort-range interations are bound to fail beause the dominant interationis due to the long-range magneti interation oming from single-gluon ex-hange [45, 69℄. The ollinear infrared divergene in small angle satteringvia one-gluon exhange (whih is regulated by dynamial sreening [69℄) re-sults in a gap whih is parametrially larger at �!1 than it would be forany point-like four-fermion interation. At � ! 1, where g(�) ! 0, thegap takes the form [69℄� � b� g(�)�5 exp[�3�2=p2g(�)℄ ; (3)whereas for a point-like interation with four-fermion oupling g2 the gapgoes like exp(�1=g2). Son's result (3) has now been on�rmed using a va-riety of methods [70�75, 78℄. The O(g0) ontribution to the prefator b in(3) is not yet fully understood. It is estimated to be b � 512�4 in the 2SCphase and b � 512�42�1=3(2=3)5=2 in the CFL phase [51,70,72�76℄. However,modi�ations to the quasipartile dispersion relations in the normal (non-superonduting; high temperature) phase [74℄ and quasipartile dampinge�ets in the superonduting phase [80℄ both tend to redue b. Also, thevalue of b is a�eted by the hoie of the sale at whih g is evaluated in



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3037(3). The results of Beane et al. demonstrate that g should be evaluatedat a �-dependent sale whih is muh lower than � [78℄. If, by onvention,one instead takes g as g(�), then b is signi�antly enhaned. Finally, ex-amination of the gauge-dependent (and g-dependent) ontributions to b inalulations based on the one-loop Shwinger�Dyson equation (e.g. those ofRefs. [70,72,73,75℄) reveals that they only begin to derease for g . 0:8 [79℄.This means that e�ets whih have to date been negleted in all alulations(e.g. vertex orretions) are small orretions to b only for �� 108 MeV.The phase ofN = 3 QCD with nonzero isospin density (�I 6= 0) and zerobaryon density (� = 0) an be simulated on the lattie [88℄. Although notphysially realizable, it is very interesting to onsider beause phenomenaarise whih are similar to those ourring at large � and, in this ontext,these phenomena an be analyzed on the lattie. In this setting, therefore,lattie simulations an be used to test alulational methods whih have alsobeen applied at large �, where lattie simulation is unavailable. Large �Iphysis features large Fermi surfaes for down quarks and anti-up quarks,Cooper pairing of down and anti-up quarks, and a gap whose g-dependeneis as in (3), albeit with a di�erent oe�ient of 1=g in the exponent [88℄. Thisondensate has the same quantum numbers as the pion ondensate expetedat muh lower �I , whih means that a hypothesis of ontinuity betweenhadroni � in this ase pioni � and quark matter as a funtion of �I anbe tested on the lattie [88℄. We heneforth return to the physially realizablesetting in whih di�erenes between hemial potentials for di�erent speiesof quarks (e.g. �I) are small ompared to �.At large enough �, the di�erenes between u, d and s Fermi momentaderease, while the result (3) demonstrates that the magnitude of the on-densates inreases slowly as � ! 1. (As � ! 1, the running ouplingg(�)! 0 logarithmially and the exponential fator in (3) goes to zero, butnot su�iently fast to overome the growth of �.) This means that the CFLphase is favored over the 2SC phase for � ! 1 for any ms 6= 1 [7℄. Ifwe take the asymptoti estimates for the prefator, quantitatively valid for�� 108 MeV [79℄, and apply them at aessible densities, say � � 500 MeV,it predits gaps as large as about 100 MeV and ritial temperatures as largeas about 50 MeV [73℄. Even though the asymptoti regime where � an bealulated from �rst priniples with on�dene is not aessed in nature, itis of great theoretial interest. The weak-oupling alulation of the gap inthe CFL phase is the �rst step toward the weak-oupling alulation of otherproperties of this phase, in whih hiral symmetry is broken and the spe-trum of exitations is as in a on�ned phase. As we have desribed above,for example, the masses and deay onstants of the pseudosalar mesons anbe alulated from �rst priniples one � is known.



3038 K. RajagopalIt is satisfying that two very di�erent approahes, one using zero densityphenomenology to normalize models, the other using weak-oupling meth-ods valid at asymptotially high density, yield preditions for the gaps andritial temperatures at aessible densities whih are in good agreement.Neither an be trusted quantitatively for quark number hemial potentials� � 400�500 MeV, as appropriate for the quark matter whih may our inompat stars. Still, both methods agree that the gaps at the Fermi surfaeare of order tens to 100 MeV, with ritial temperatures about half as large.T � 50 MeV is muh larger relative to the Fermi momentum (say� � 400�500 MeV) than in low temperature superondutivity in metals.This re�ets the fat that olor superondutivity is indued by an attra-tion due to the primary, strong, interation in the theory, rather than havingto rely on muh weaker seondary interations, as in phonon mediated su-perondutivity in metals. Quark matter is a high-T superondutor by anyreasonable de�nition. It is unfortunate that its T is nevertheless low enoughthat it is unlikely the phenomenon an be realized in heavy ion ollisions.4. Color superondutivity in ompat starsOur urrent understanding of the olor superonduting state of quarkmatter leads us to believe that it may our naturally in ompat stars. Theritial temperature T below whih quark matter is a olor superondutoris high enough that any quark matter whih ours within neutron stars thatare more than a few seonds old is in a olor superonduting state. In theabsene of lattie simulations, present theoretial methods are not aurateenough to determine whether neutron star ores are made of hadroni mat-ter or quark matter. They also annot determine whether any quark matterwhih arises will be in the CFL or 2SC phase: the di�erene between the u,d and s Fermi momenta will be a few tens of MeV whih is omparable to es-timates of the gap �; the CFL phase ours when � is large ompared to alldi�erenes between Fermi momenta. Just as the higher temperature regionsof the QCD phase diagram are being mapped out in heavy ion ollisions,we need to learn how to use neutron star phenomena to determine whetherthey feature ores made of 2SC quark matter, CFL quark matter or hadronimatter, thus teahing us about the high density region of the QCD phasediagram. It is therefore important to look for astrophysial onsequenes ofolor superondutivity.Equation of State: Muh of the work on the onsequenes of quark mat-ter within a ompat star has foussed on the e�ets of quark matter onthe equation of state, and hene on the radius of the star. As a Fermi sur-fae phenomenon, olor superondutivity has little e�et on the equation ofstate: the pressure is an integral over the whole Fermi volume. Color super-



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3039ondutivity modi�es the equation of state at the � (�=�)2 level, typiallyby a few perent [3℄. Suh small e�ets an be negleted in present alu-lations, and for this reason I will not attempt to survey the many ways inwhih observations of neutron stars are being used to onstrain the equationof state [89℄.I will desribe one urrent idea, however. As a neutron star in a lowmass X-ray binary (LMXB) is spun up by aretion from its ompanion, itbeomes more oblate and its entral density dereases. If it ontains a quarkmatter ore, the volume fration oupied by this ore dereases, the starexpands, and its moment of inertia inreases. This raises the possibility [90℄of a period during the spin-up history of an LMXB when the neutron star isgaining angular momentum via aretion, but is gaining su�ient moment ofinertia that its angular frequeny is hardly inreasing. In their modelling ofthis e�et, Glendenning and Weber [90℄ disover that LMXB's should spenda signi�ant fration of their history with a frequeny of around 200 Hz, whiletheir quark ores are being spun out of existene, before eventually spinningup to higher frequenies. This may explain the observation that LMXB fre-quenies are lustered around 250-350 Hz [91℄, whih is otherwise puzzlingin that it is thought that LMXB's provide the link between anonial pul-sars and milliseond pulsars, whih have frequenies as large as 600 Hz [92℄.It will be interesting to see how robust the result of Ref. [90℄ is to hangesin model assumptions and also how its preditions fare when ompared tothose of other explanations whih posit upper bounds on LMXB frequen-ies [93℄, rather than a most probable frequeny range with no assoiatedupper bound [90℄. We note here that beause Glendenning and Weber'se�et depends only on the equation of state and not on other properties ofquark matter, the fat that the quark matter must in fat be a olor super-ondutor will not a�et the results in any signi�ant way. If Glendenningand Weber's explanation for the observed lustering of LMXB frequeniesproves robust, it would imply that pulsars with lower rotational frequeniesfeature quark matter ores.Cooling by Neutrino Emission: We turn now to neutron star phenomenawhih are a�eted by Fermi surfae physis. For the �rst 105�6 years ofits life, the ooling of a neutron star is governed by the balane betweenheat apaity and the loss of heat by neutrino emission. How are thesequantities a�eted by the presene of a quark matter ore? This has beenaddressed reently in Refs. [94,95℄, following earlier work in Ref. [96℄. Boththe spei� heat CV and the neutrino emission rate L� are dominated byphysis within T of the Fermi surfae. If, as in the CFL phase, all quarks havea gap �� T then the ontribution of quark quasipartiles to CV and L� issuppressed by � exp(��=T ). There may be other ontributions to L� [94℄,but these are also very small. The spei� heat is dominated by that of the



3040 K. Rajagopaleletrons, although it may also reeive a small ontribution from the CFLphase Goldstone bosons. Although further work is required, it is alreadylear that both CV and L� are muh smaller than in the nulear matteroutside the quark matter ore. This means that the total heat apaity andthe total neutrino emission rate (and hene the ooling rate) of a neutronstar with a CFL ore will be determined ompletely by the nulear matteroutside the ore. The quark matter ore is �inert�: with its small heatapaity and emission rate it has little in�uene on the temperature of thestar as a whole. As the rest of the star emits neutrinos and ools, the oreools by ondution, beause the eletrons keep it in good thermal ontatwith the rest of the star. These qualitative expetations are niely borneout in the alulations presented by Page et al. [95℄.The analysis of the ooling history of a neutron star with a quark matterore in the 2SC phase is more ompliated. The red and green up anddown quarks pair with a gap many orders of magnitude larger than thetemperature, whih is of order 10 keV, and are therefore inert as desribedabove. Any strange quarks present will form a hssi ondensate with angularmomentum J = 1 [97℄. The resulting gap has been estimated to be oforder hundreds of keV [97℄, although applying results of Ref. [98℄ suggests asomewhat smaller gap, around 10 keV. The blue up and down quarks analso pair, forming a J = 1 ondensate whih breaks rotational invariane [3℄.The related gap was estimated to be a few keV [3℄, but this estimate wasnot robust and should be revisited in light of more reent developmentsgiven its importane in the following. The ritial temperature T abovewhih no ondensate forms is of order the zero-temperature gap �. (T =0:57� for J = 0 ondensates [70℄.) Therefore, if there are quarks for whih� � T or smaller, these quarks do not pair at temperature T . Suh quarkquasipartiles will radiate neutrinos rapidly (via diret URCA reations liked ! u + e + ��, u ! d + e+ + �, et.) and the quark matter ore will oolrapidly and determine the ooling history of the star as a whole [95, 96℄.The star will ool rapidly until its interior temperature is T < T � �, atwhih time the quark matter ore will beome inert and the further oolinghistory will be dominated by neutrino emission from the nulear matterfration of the star. If future data were to show that neutron stars �rst oolrapidly (diret URCA) and then ool more slowly, suh data would allowan estimate of the smallest quark matter gap. We are unlikely to be soluky. The simple observation of rapid ooling would not be an unambiguousdisovery of quark matter with small gaps; there are other irumstanes inwhih the diret URCA proesses ours. However, if as data on neutronstar temperatures improves in oming years the standard ooling senarioproves orret, indiating the absene of the diret URCA proesses, thiswould rule out the presene of quark matter with gaps in the 10 keV range



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3041or smaller. The presene of a quark matter ore in whih all gaps are � Tan never be revealed by an analysis of the ooling history.Supernova Neutrinos: We now turn from neutrino emission from a neu-tron star whih is many years old to that from the protoneutron star duringthe �rst seonds of a supernova. Carter and Reddy [99℄ have pointed outthat when this protoneutron star is heated up to its maximum temperatureof order 30-50 MeV, it may feature a quark matter ore whih is too hotfor olor superondutivity. As the ore of the protoneutron star ools overthe oming seonds, if it ontains quark matter this quark matter will oolthrough T, entering the olor superonduting regime of the QCD phase di-agram from above. For T � T, the spei� heat rises and the ooling slows.Then, as T drops further and � inreases to beome greater than T , thespei� heat drops rapidly. Furthermore, as the number density of quarkquasipartiles beomes suppressed by exp(��=T ), the neutrino transportmean free path rapidly beomes very long [99℄. This means that all the neu-trinos previously trapped in the now olor superonduting ore are able toesape in a sudden burst. If we are luky enough that a terrestrial neutrinodetetor sees thousands of neutrinos from a future supernova, Carter andReddy's results suggest that there may be a signature of the transition toolor superondutivity present in the time distribution of these neutrinos.Neutrinos from the ore of the protoneutron star will lose energy as theysatter on their way out, but beause they will be the last to reah the sur-fae of last sattering, they will be the �nal neutrinos reeived at the earth.If they are emitted from the quark matter ore in a sudden burst, they maytherefore result in a bump at late times in the temporal distribution of thedeteted neutrinos. More detailed study remains to be done in order to un-derstand how Carter and Reddy's signature, dramati when the neutrinosesape from the ore, is proessed as the neutrinos traverse the rest of theprotoneutron star and reah their surfae of last sattering.r-mode Instabilities: Another arena in whih olor superondutivityomes into play is the physis of r-mode instabilities. A neutron star whoseangular rotation frequeny 
 is large enough is unstable to the growth ofr-mode osillations whih radiate away angular momentum via gravitationalwaves, reduing 
. What does �large enough� mean? The answer dependson the damping mehanisms whih at to prevent the growth of the relevantmodes. Both shear visosity and bulk visosity at to damp the r-modes,preventing them from going unstable. The bulk visosity and the quarkontribution to the shear visosity both beome exponentially small in quarkmatter with � > T and as a result, as Madsen [100℄ has shown, a ompatstar made entirely of quark matter with gaps � = 1 MeV or greater isunstable if its spin frequeny is greater than tens to 100 Hz. Many ompat



3042 K. Rajagopalstars spin faster than this, and Madsen therefore argues that ompat starsannot be strange quark stars unless some quarks remain ungapped. Alas,this powerful argument beomes muh less powerful in the ontext of aneutron star with a quark matter ore. First, the r-mode osillations havea wave form whose amplitude is greatest near the surfae, not in the ore.Seond, in an ordinary neutron star there is a new soure of damping: fritionat the boundary between the rust and the neutron super�uid �mantle�keeps the r-modes stable regardless of the properties of a quark matterore [100, 101℄.Magneti Field Evolution: Next, we turn to the physis of magneti�elds within olor superonduting neutron star ores [102,103℄. The interiorof a onventional neutron star is a super�uid (beause of neutron-neutronpairing) and is an eletromagneti superondutor (beause of proton-protonpairing). Ordinary magneti �elds penetrate it only in the ores of magneti�ux tubes. A olor superondutor behaves di�erently. At �rst glane,it seems that beause a diquark Cooper pair has nonzero eletri harge,a diquark ondensate must exhibit the standard Meissner e�et, expellingordinary magneti �elds or restriting them to �ux tubes within whose oresthe ondensate vanishes. This is not the ase [103℄. In both the 2SC andCFL phase a linear ombination of the U(1) gauge transformation of ordinaryeletromagnetism and one (the eighth) olor gauge transformation remainunbroken even in the presene of the ondensate. This means that theordinary photon A� and the eighth gluon G8� are replaed by new linearombinations A ~Q� = os�0A� + sin�0G8� ;AX� = � sin�0A� + os�0G8� ; (4)where A ~Q� is massless and AX� is massive. This means that B ~Q satis�esthe ordinary Maxwell equations while BX experienes a Meissner e�et.The mixing angle �0 is the analogue of the Weinberg angle in eletroweaktheory, in whih the presene of the Higgs ondensate auses the AY� and thethird SU(2)W gauge boson mix to form the photon, A�, and the massive Zboson. sin(�0) is proportional to e=g and turns out to be about 1=20 in the2SC phase and 1=40 in the CFL phase [103℄. This means that the ~Q-photonwhih propagates in olor superonduting quark matter is mostly photonwith only a small gluon admixture. If a olor superonduting neutron starore is subjeted to an ordinary magneti �eld, it will either expel the Xomponent of the �ux or restrit it to �ux tubes, but it an (and does [103℄)admit the great majority of the �ux in the form of a B ~Q magneti �eldsatisfying Maxwell's equations. The deay in time of this �free �eld� (i.e. not



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3043in �ux tubes) is limited by the ~Q-ondutivity of the quark matter. A olorsuperondutor is not a ~Q-superondutor � that is the whole point � butit turns out to be a very good ~Q-ondutor due to the presene of eletrons:the B ~Q magneti �eld deays only on a time sale whih is muh longer thanthe age of the universe [103℄. This means that a quark matter ore withina neutron star serves as an �anhor� for the magneti �eld: whereas inordinary nulear matter the magneti �ux tubes an be dragged outward bythe neutron super�uid vorties as the star spins down [104℄, the magneti �uxwithin the olor superonduting ore simply annot deay. Even thoughthis distintion is a qualitative one, it will be di�ult to onfront it withdata sine what is observed is the total dipole moment of the neutron star.A olor superonduting ore anhors those magneti �ux lines whih passthrough the ore, while in a neutron star with no quark matter ore theentire internal magneti �eld an deay over time. In both ases, however,the total dipole moment an hange sine the magneti �ux lines whih donot pass through the ore an move.Glithes in Quark Matter: The �nal onsequene of olor superondu-tivity we wish to disuss is the possibility that (some) glithes may originatewithin quark matter regions of a ompat star [98℄. In any ontext in whiholor superondutivity arises in nature, it is likely to involve pairing betweenspeies of quarks with di�ering hemial potentials. If the hemial potentialdi�erene is small enough, BCS pairing ours as we have been disussing.If the Fermi surfaes are too far apart, no pairing between the speies is pos-sible. The transition between the BCS and unpaired states as the splittingbetween Fermi momenta inreases has been studied in eletron [105℄ andQCD [7, 8, 106℄ superondutors, assuming that no other state intervenes.However, there is good reason to think that another state an our. Thisis the �LOFF� state, �rst explored by Larkin and Ovhinnikov [107℄ andFulde and Ferrell [108℄ in the ontext of eletron superondutivity in thepresene of magneti impurities. They found that near the unpairing tran-sition, it is favorable to form a state in whih the Cooper pairs have nonzeromomentum. This is favored beause it gives rise to a region of phase spaewhere eah of the two quarks in a pair an be lose to its Fermi surfae, andsuh pairs an be reated at low ost in free energy. Condensates of thissort spontaneously break translational and rotational invariane, leading togaps whih vary periodially in a rystalline pattern. If in some shell withinthe quark matter ore of a neutron star (or within a strange quark star)the quark number densities are suh that rystalline olor superondutivityarises, rotational vorties may be pinned in this shell, making it a lous forglith phenomena.



3044 K. RajagopalWe [98℄ have explored the range of parameters for whih rystalline olorsuperondutivity ours in the QCD phase diagram, upon making varioussimplifying assumptions. For example, we fous primarily on a four-fermioninteration with the quantum numbers of single gluon exhange. Also, weonly onsider pairing between u and d quarks, with �d = ��+ Æ� and �u =�� � Æ�, whereas we expet a LOFF state when the di�erene between theFermi momenta of any two quark �avors is near an unpairing transition. We�nd the LOFF state is favored for values of Æ� whih satisfy Æ�1 < Æ� < Æ�where Æ�1=�0 = 0:707 and Æ�2=�0 = 0:754 in the weak oupling limit inwhih �0 � �. (Here, �0 is the 2SC gap that would arise if Æ� were zero.)The LOFF gap parameter dereases from 0:23�0 at Æ� = Æ�1 (where thereis a �rst order BCS-LOFF phase transition) to zero at Æ� = Æ�2 (wherethere is a seond order LOFF-normal transition). Exept for very lose toÆ�2, the ritial temperature above whih the LOFF state melts will bemuh higher than typial neutron star temperatures. At stronger ouplingthe LOFF gap parameter dereases relative to �0 and the window of Æ�=�0within whih the LOFF state is favored shrinks. The window grows if theinteration is hanged to weight eletri gluon exhange more heavily thanmagneti gluon exhange.The quark matter whih may be present within a ompat star willbe in the rystalline olor superondutor (LOFF) state if Æ�=�0 is in therequisite range. For a reasonable value of Æ�, say 25 MeV, this ours ifthe gap �0 whih haraterizes the uniform olor superondutor presentat smaller values of Æ� is about 40 MeV. This is in the middle of the rangeof present estimates. Both Æ� and �0 vary as a funtion of density andhene as a funtion of radius in a ompat star. Although it is too early tomake quantitative preditions, the numbers are suh that rystalline olorsuperonduting quark matter may very well our in a range of radii withina ompat star. It is therefore worthwhile to onsider the onsequenes.Many pulsars have been observed to glith. Glithes are sudden jumps inrotation frequeny 
 whih may be as large as �
=
 � 10�6, but may alsobe several orders of magnitude smaller. The frequeny of observed glithes isstatistially onsistent with the hypothesis that all radio pulsars experieneglithes [109℄. Glithes are thought to originate from interations betweenthe rigid rust, somewhat more than a kilometer thik in a typial neutronstar, and rotational vorties in the neutron super�uid whih are moving (ortrying to move) outward as the star spins down. Although the models [110℄di�er in important respets, all agree that the fundamental requirementsare the presene of rotational vorties in a super�uid and the presene of arigid struture whih impedes the motion of vorties and whih enompassesenough of the volume of the pulsar to ontribute signi�antly to the totalmoment of inertia.



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3045Although it is premature to draw quantitative onlusions, it is interest-ing to speulate that some glithes may originate deep within a pulsar whihfeatures a quark matter ore, in a region of that ore in whih the olor su-peronduting quark matter is in a LOFF rystalline olor superondutorphase. A three �avor analysis is required to determine whether the LOFFphase is a super�uid. If the only pairing is between u and d quarks, this2SC phase is not a super�uid [3,7℄, whereas if all three quarks pair in someway, a super�uid is obtained [5, 7℄. Heneforth, we suppose that the LOFFphase is a super�uid, whih means that if it ours within a pulsar it willbe threaded by an array of rotational vorties. It is reasonable to expetthat these vorties will be pinned in a LOFF rystal, in whih the diquarkondensate varies periodially in spae. Indeed, one of the suggestions forhow to look for a LOFF phase in terrestrial eletron superondutors relieson the fat that the pinning of magneti �ux tubes (whih, like the rota-tional vorties of interest to us, have normal ores) is expeted to be muhstronger in a LOFF phase than in a uniform BCS superondutor [111℄.A real alulation of the pinning fore experiened by a vortex in arystalline olor superondutor must await the determination of the rys-tal struture of the LOFF phase. We an, however, attempt an order ofmagnitude estimate along the same lines as that done by Anderson andItoh [112℄ for neutron vorties in the inner rust of a neutron star. In thatontext, this estimate has sine been made quantitative [110, 113, 114℄. Forone spei� hoie of parameters [98℄, the LOFF phase is favored over thenormal phase by a free energy FLOFF � 5 � (10 MeV)4 and the spaingbetween nodes in the LOFF rystal is b = �=(2jqj) � 9 fm. The thiknessof a rotational vortex is given by the orrelation length � � 1=� � 25 fm.The pinning energy is the di�erene between the energy of a setion ofvortex of length b whih is entered on a node of the LOFF rystal vsone whih is entered on a maximum of the LOFF rystal. It is of or-der Ep � FLOFF b3 � 4 MeV. The resulting pinning fore per unit lengthof vortex is of order fp � Ep=b2 � (4 MeV)=(80 fm2). A omplete alu-lation will be hallenging beause b < �, and is likely to yield an fp whihis somewhat less than that we have obtained by dimensional analysis. Notethat our estimate of fp is quite unertain both beause it is only based ondimensional analysis and beause the values of �, b and FLOFF are uner-tain. (We hae a good understanding of all the ratios �=�0, Æ�=�0, q=�0and onsequently b�0 in the LOFF phase. It is of ourse the value of theBCS gap �0 whih is unertain.) It is premature to ompare our ruderesult to the results of serious alulations of the pinning of rustal neu-tron vorties as in Refs. [110, 113, 114℄. It is nevertheless remarkable thatthey prove to be similar: the pinning energy of neutron vorties in theinner rust is Ep � 1 � 3 MeV and the pinning fore per unit length is



3046 K. Rajagopalfp � (1� 3 MeV)=(200� 400 fm2). Perhaps, therefore, glithes ourring ina region of rystalline olor superonduting quark matter may yield similarphenomenology to those ourring in the inner rust.Perhaps the most interesting onsequene of these speulations arisesin the ontext of ompat stars made entirely of strange quark matter.The work of Witten [115℄ and Farhi and Ja�e [116℄ raised the possibil-ity that strange quark matter may be energetially stable relative to nu-lear matter even at zero pressure. If this is the ase it raises the questionwhether observed ompat stars�pulsars, for example�are strange quarkstars [117,118℄ rather than neutron stars. A onventional neutron star mayfeature a ore made of strange quark matter, as we have been disussingabove10. Strange quark stars, on the other hand, are made (almost) en-tirely of quark matter with either no hadroni matter ontent at all or witha thin rust, of order one hundred meters thik, whih ontains no neu-tron super�uid [118,119℄. The nulei in this thin rust are supported abovethe quark matter by eletrostati fores; these fores annot support a neu-tron �uid. Beause of the absene of super�uid neutrons, and beause ofthe thinness of the rust, no suessful models of glithes in the rust ofa strange quark star have been proposed. Sine pulsars are observed toglith, the apparent lak of a glith mehanism for strange quark stars hasbeen the strongest argument that pulsars annot be strange quark stars[120�122℄. This onlusion must now be revisited.Madsen's onlusion [100℄ that a strange quark star is prone to r-modeinstability due to the absene of damping must also be revisited, sine therelevant �uid osillations may be damped within or at the boundary of aregion of rystalline olor superondutor.The quark matter in a strange quark star, should one exist, would be aolor superondutor. Depending on the mass of the star, the quark numberdensities inrease by a fator of about two to ten in going from the surfae tothe enter [118℄. This means that the hemial potential di�erenes amongthe three quarks will vary also, and there ould be a range of radii withinwhih the quark matter is in a rystalline olor superondutor phase. Thisraises the possibility of glithes in strange quark stars. Beause the variationin density with radius is gradual, if a shell of LOFF quark matter exists itneed not be partiularly thin. And, we have seen, the pinning fores maybe omparable in magnitude to those in the inner rust of a onventionalneutron star. It has reently been suggested (for reasons unrelated to ouronsiderations) that ertain areting ompat stars may be strange quark10 Note that a onvining disovery of a quark matter ore within an otherwise hadronineutron star would demonstrate onlusively that strange quark matter is not stableat zero pressure, thus ruling out the existene of strange quark stars. It is not possiblefor neutron stars with quark matter ores and strange quark stars to both be stable.



The Phases of QCD in Heavy Ion Collisions and: : : 3047stars [123℄, although the evidene is far from unambiguous [124℄. In ontrast,it has been thought that, beause they glith, onventional radio pulsarsannot be strange quark stars. Our work questions this assertion by raisingthe possibility that glithes may originate within a layer of quark matterwhih is in a rystalline olor superonduting state.Closing Remarks: The answer to the question of whether the QCD phasediagram does or does not feature a 2SC interlude on the horizontal axis,separating the CFL and baryoni phases in both of whih hiral symmetryis broken, depends on whether the strange quark is e�etively heavy or ef-fetively light. This is the entral outstanding qualitative question aboutthe high density region of the QCD phase diagram. A entral question athigher temperatures, namely where does nature loate the ritial point E,also depends on the strange quark mass. Both questions are hard to an-swer theoretially with any on�dene. The high temperature region is inbetter shape, however, beause the program of experimentation desribedin Setion 2 allows heavy ion ollision experiments to searh for the ritialpoint E. Theorists have desribed how to use phenomena harateristi offreezeout in its viinity to disover E; this gives experimentalists the abilityto loate it onviningly. The disovery of E would allow us to draw thehigher temperature regions of the map of the QCD phase diagram in ink.At high density, there has been muh reent progress in our understandingof how the presene of olor superonduting quark matter in a ompatstar would a�et �ve di�erent phenomena: ooling by neutrino emission,the temporal pattern of the neutrinos emitted by a supernova, the evolutionof neutron star magneti �elds, r-mode instabilities, and glithes. Neverthe-less, muh theoretial work remains to be done before we an make sharpproposals for whih astrophysial observations are most likely to help teahus how to ink in the boundaries of the 2SC and CFL regions in the QCDphase diagram. Best of all, though, and as in heavy ion physis, a wealth ofnew data is expeted over the next few years.REFERENCES[1℄ B. Barrois, Nul. Phys. B129, 390 (1977); S. Frautshi, Proeedings of work-shop on hadroni matter at extreme density, Erie 1978; B. Barrois, �Nonper-turbative e�ets in dense quark matter�, Cal Teh PhD thesis, UMI 79-04847-m (1979).[2℄ D. Bailin, A. Love, Phys. Rep. 107, 325 (1984), and referenes therein.[3℄ M. Alford, K. Rajagopal, F. Wilzek, Phys. Lett. B422, 247 (1998).[4℄ R. Rapp, T. Shäfer, E.V. Shuryak, M. Velkovsky, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 53(1998).
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